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Cell ablation is a powerful tool for studying cell lineage and/or function; however, current cell-ablation models have limitations. Intermedilysin (ILY), a cytolysin (LY), a cytolysin pore-forming toxin that is secreted by *Streptococcus intermedius*, lyses human cells exclusively by binding to the human complement regulator CD59 (hCD59), but does not react with CD59 from nonprimates. Here, we took advantage of this feature of ILY and developed a model of conditional and targeted cell ablation by generating floxed STOP-CD59 knockin mice (iCD59), in which expression of human CD59 only occurs after Cre-mediated recombination. The administration of ILY to iCD59+ mice crossed with various Cre-driver lines resulted in the rapid and specific ablation of immune, epithelial, or neural cells without off-target effects. ILY had a large pharmacological window, which allowed us to perform dose-dependent studies. Finally, the ILY/iCD59-mediated cell-ablation method was tested in several disease models to study immune cell functionalities, hepatocyte and/or biliary epithelial damage and regeneration, and neural cell damage. Together, the results of this study demonstrate the utility of the iCD59 mouse model for studying the effects of cell ablation in specific organ systems in a variety of developmental and disease states.

Introduction

Conditional and targeted cell ablation is a powerful and widely used approach for studying specific cellular functions as well as tissue repair and differentiation in vivo (1, 2). The genetic cell-ablation methods that are currently used by researchers include the expression of herpes simplex virus 1 thymidine kinase (HSVtk) and the diphtheria toxin (DT) receptor (DTR) coupled with transgenic strategies (1–3). However, these approaches have some limitations, restraining their broader application in biomedical research. For example, in the model of HSVtk transgenic mice, only dividing cells are eliminated, whereas nondividing cells are not ablated (4). Although the DTR cell-ablation model has been used in the study of cellular functionalities in vivo for more than 15 years (1, 2), it also has limitations. Several groups have recently reported that DT administration of only 2- to 3-fold higher doses than the effective doses required for targeted cell ablation results in significant off-target effects, including local lung and renal toxicity and significant weight loss, causing mortality and morbidity independent of DTR (5–7). Because of these observed toxicities, DT injection to wild-type mice has even been proposed as a model for studying experimental podocyte injury (7). The narrow pharmacological dose window of the DT-mediated cell-ablation model often makes it difficult to distinguish target effects from off-target effects upon DT delivery in DTR transgenic mice. These facts underscore an unmet need to develop a new model that specifically ablates cells in vivo with higher efficiency and fewer off-target effects.

Intermedilysin (ILY) is a cholesterol-dependent cytolyis (CDC) that is secreted by *Streptococcus intermedius*. ILY can specifically lyse human cells by binding to human CD59 (hCD59) and subsequently forming toxin pores; however, ILY does not lyse cells from 9 other animal species that were tested because there is no cross-species reactivity of ILY with the CD59 from these species (8, 9), even when the ILY concentration was 5,000-fold greater than the dose that yields the concentration of toxin required to lyse 50% of the human erythrocytes (HD50). These 9 species include cat, chicken, cow, dog, horse, rabbit, sheep, rat, and mouse (8). CD59 is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol-linked (GPI-linked) membrane protein that inhibits the formation of the membrane attack complex of complement by binding to complement proteins C8 and C9 and preventing C9 incorporation and polymerization (10). We previously developed 2 lines of hCD59 transgenic mice that express hCD59 specifically in erythrocytes or endothelial cells (11). No obvious adverse phenotypes were observed in these transgenic mice. The injection of ILY causes massive erythrocyte and endothelial damage in erythrocyte- and endothelial-specific hCD59 transgenic mice, respectively, indicating that ILY is able...
to efficiently and specifically lyse hCD59-expressing cells in mice in vivo (11, 12). This result suggests that ILY-mediated cell killing might provide an alternative approach to specifically ablating cells in vivo; however, the potential broad application of the ILY-mediated cell-ablation model has not been explored. In the current paper, we generated a line of Cre-inducible floxed STOP-hCD59 transgenic mice, where specific hCD59 expression occurs following Cre-mediated recombination (ihCD59). By crossing ihCD59 with transgenic mice that express Cre in a cell-specific manner or by delivering an adenovirus expressing Cre, we obtained several lines of mice in which ihCD59 was specifically expressed in a spatially regulated manner on the surface of immune cells, epithelial cells, or neural cells. ILY injection resulted in conditionally specific cell ablation in various types of cells without any detectable off-target effects on nontargeted cell populations, including the adjacent tissue cells. Moreover, we tested this ablation technique in various disease models and found that this model is valuable for the study of cellular functionalities, tissue injury and regeneration, and neural injury.

Results

Generation of ihCD59 transgenic mice and ILY-mediated immune cell ablation. Loxp-Stop-loxp-hCD59 (LSL-hCD59) knockin (ihCD59) mice were generated using TARGATT Technology (Applied Stem Cell), as described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures (supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI84921DS1), with a transgenic construct in which the hCD59 gene was placed downstream of the CAG promoter and loxP-STOP cassette-loxP element (pCAG-LSL-hCD59) (Figure 1A). Briefly, the construct was verified by in vitro transfection experiments showing that the cells transfected with the construct expressed hCD59 on the surface upon adding Cre-recombinase, but did not express hCD59 without Cre expression (Supplemental Figure 1). Then the construct was introduced into the H11 locus by pronuclear injection to generate ihCD59 knockin mice at mouse genomic locus H11 (Figure 1A), and the Cre-inducible hCD59 expression in ihCD59 mice was generated by crossing ihCD59 mice with both a germline expressing Cre and cell-specific Cre transgenic lines (Figure 1B).

The ihCD59 mice were crossed with Mox2-Cre transgenic mice (a germline expressing Cre line) to investigate whether expression from the H11 locus was uniform in all cell types. As illustrated in Supplemental Figure 2, A–C, hCD59 protein expression was not detected in any tissues we tested in Cre-negative ihCD59 mice or in naive wild-type C56BL/6 mice, but hCD59 protein was highly expressed in all tissues we have tested in Mox2-Cre’ihCD59+ mice (+ represents the hemizygous transgenic genotype). This suggests that hCD59 is constitutively expressed throughout Mox2-Cre’ihCD59+ mice.

To determine whether ihCD59 mice can be used to ablate various types of immune cells, ihCD59 transgenic (ihCD59+) mice were crossed with Lck-Cre+, Lysm-Cre+, or Cd11c-Cre+ mice to generate several lines of double-transgenic mice. Of note, the lymphocyte protein tyrosine kinase (Lck) and lysozyme 2 (Lysm) genes are primarily expressed by T cells and myeloid cells, respectively. Thus, Lck-Cre and Lysm-Cre are widely used Cre lines for deleting floxed sequences in T and myeloid cells, respectively. The Cd11c-Cre mouse is an often used Cre-lox tool for the deletion of floxed sequences in DCs. Indeed, flow cytometry analysis confirmed specific hCD59 expression in T cells in Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice (Figure 1C), myeloid cells (e.g., monocytes and neutrophils) in Lysm-Cre’ihCD59+ mice (Figure 1D), and DCs in Cd11c-Cre’ihCD59+ mice (Supplemental Figure 3A). To test whether ihCD59 is functional, splenocytes from Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice were isolated and incubated with ILY in vitro. As illustrated in Figure 1E, incubation with ILY for only 10 minutes lysed almost all of the hCD59+ splenocytes in vitro. Furthermore, Figure 1F shows that an in vivo incubation with ILY killed almost all of the T cells without affecting the B cells of Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice.

Next, the in vivo administration of a single dose of ILY mediated a specific and rapid depletion of T cells (CD4+ or CD8+) and myeloid cells (CD11b+) in the peripheral blood of Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ and Lysm-Cre’ihCD59+ mice, respectively (Figure 2A). As a result, the percentage of the nonablated CD4 and CD8 double-negative cells was relatively increased (Figure 2A). The injection of ILY also rapidly and efficiently depleted DCs and T cells in the spleens of Cd11c-Cre’ihCD59+ and Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice, respectively (Supplemental Figure 3, A and B). This depletion is very specific. For example, the injection of ILY into Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice deleted T cells by approximately 85% in peripheral blood, but did not affect B cells, neutrophils, monocytes, or NK cells (Figure 2B). This specific depletion of T cells in Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice is also dose dependent (Figure 2C). ILY administration also specifically deleted T cells in the spleen, but to a lesser extent (Supplemental Figure 3B). In addition, ihCD59+/– mice were crossed with Cd4-Cre+ mice to generate Cd4-Cre’ihCD59+ mice. The injection of ILY also rapidly depleted T cells (CD4+ or CD8+) in circulation and in the spleen (data not shown). Of note, although ILY efficiently killed CD4+ and CD4+CD8+ thymocytes of Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice in vitro, the in vivo administration of ILY did not affect CD4+ or CD8+ T cells in the thymus in these mice (Supplemental Figure 3C). This result also agrees with the finding that the injection of DT efficiently killed T cells in the peripheral blood, but not the thymus of Cd4-Cre’iDTort+ mice (1). The resistance of T cells in the thymus to ILY-mediated cell ablation was likely due to the insufficient delivery of ILY to the thymus because ILY efficiently lysed thymic T cells in vitro (Supplemental Figure 3C). Interestingly, although ILY did not kill T cells within the thymus, it triggered increased cell proliferation in the medulla of the thymus (Supplemental Figure 3D) where T cell development occurs.

To test whether increasing amounts of ILY cause more efficient cell ablation in Lck-Cre’ihCD59+ mice, 150 to 300 ng/g ILY was injected into the mice. As illustrated in Supplemental Figure 4, injection of high doses of ILY (150–300 ng/g) ablated more than 95% of circulating T cells in Cd4-Cre’ihCD59+ mice, but injection of such saturated doses of ILY only ablated approximately 40% of T cells in the spleen and did not affect T cells in the thymus. This partial or resistant ablation was probably due to a consequence of impaired local delivery of ILY because ILY was equally efficient in lysing more than 95% of peripheral, thymic, or splenic T cells in vitro (Supplemental Figure 3). Consistently, we did not observe any detectable off-target effects or toxicities on nontargeted organs examined in this T cell-ablation model.
injected with the saturated doses of ILY except for the elevated serum lactate dehydrogenase levels, which likely reflect the death of T cells (Supplemental Figure 5).

The dynamic recovery of each immune cell population in circulation and in tissues after the rapid ablation with a single ILY injection was examined. As illustrated in Figure 2, D and E, after a single ILY injection, circulating T cells in Lck-Cre\textsuperscript{+}ihCD59\textsuperscript{+} mice and circulating monocytes in Lysm-Cre\textsuperscript{+}ihCD59\textsuperscript{+} mice were rapidly depleted by approximately 90% within 0.1 hours, but recovered to near normal levels 24 hours after injection. Interestingly, in ILY-treated Lysm-Cre\textsuperscript{+}ihCD59\textsuperscript{+} mice, Ly6C\textsuperscript{−} monocytes recovered much more slowly than Ly6C\textsuperscript{+} monocytes (Figure 2E). In addition, the injection of ILY also efficiently depleted T cells and DCs in the spleens of Lck-Cre\textsuperscript{+}ihCD59\textsuperscript{+} and Cd11c-Cre\textsuperscript{+}ihCD59\textsuperscript{+} mice.
performed. As illustrated in Figure 3A, approximately 60% of the F4/80+ cells from Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice coexpressed hCD59, as demonstrated by the colocalization of the macrophage/Kupffer cell–specific marker F4/80 with hCD59. ILY injection into Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice markedly reduced the number of F4/80+ cells as early as 4 hours after injection; these reached the lowest level at 12 hours and recovered at 36 hours (Figure 3, B and C). Using a BrdU incorporation assay demonstrated that the peak time of F4/80+ Kupffer cell proliferation occurred 36 hours after ILY injection (Figure 3, B and C), suggesting that the proliferation of Kupffer cells contributes to the replenishment of Kupffer cells after depletion.

To determine whether monocytes also partly contribute to Kupffer cell replenishment, we utilized the adoptive transfer of mice, respectively. The recovery to near normal levels occurred 24 hours after injection (Supplemental Figure 6, A and B).

To obtain a more prolonged ablation, Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice were treated with multiple ILY injections (3 injections once a day). As illustrated in Figure 2F, the monocytes were reduced by 80% to 90% within 0.5 hours after the first injection, and this reduction was maintained for 3 days of ILY injection. After ILY injection was stopped, monocytes started to recover and returned to normal levels. This result suggests that multiple ILY injections are able to induce the chronic ablation of immune cells.

In the liver, there are 2 populations of macrophages: Kupffer cells (liver-resident macrophages, F4/80 hi) and infiltrating macrophages (F4/80 lo) (13). To determine whether ILY efficiently depletes liver macrophages, immunostaining with F4/80 was performed. As illustrated in Figure 3A, approximately 60% of the F4/80+ cells from Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice coexpressed hCD59, as demonstrated by the colocalization of the macrophage/Kupffer cell–specific marker F4/80 with hCD59. ILY injection into Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice markedly reduced the number of F4/80+ cells as early as 4 hours after injection; these reached the lowest level at 12 hours and recovered at 36 hours (Figure 3, B and C). Using a BrdU incorporation assay demonstrated that the peak time of F4/80+ Kupffer cell proliferation occurred 36 hours after ILY injection (Figure 3, B and C), suggesting that the proliferation of Kupffer cells contributes to the replenishment of Kupffer cells after depletion.

To determine whether monocytes also partly contribute to Kupffer cell replenishment, we utilized the adoptive transfer of
Application of ihCD59 mice for dissecting cellular functionalities in immune-mediated acute diseases. To assess whether the ihCD59 model can be used to study the roles of lymphocytes in the pathogenesis of immune-mediated acute diseases, we used 2 models of acute hepatitis. First, we used a model of α-GalCer–induced NKT-mediated acute liver injury to evaluate whether DC ablation by ILY affects antigen presentation to NKT cells. α-GalCer is a lipid antigen that activates NKT cells to produce IFN-γ and IL-4 via presentation by DCs and results in acute liver injury (14). As illustrated in Figure 4A, the administration of α-GalCer markedly elevated serum IFN-γ and IL-4 levels as well as serum alanine aminotransferase (ALT) (a marker for liver injury) in PBS-treated ihCD59+ and Cd11c-Cre+ihCD59+ mice. ILY treatment significantly blocked α-GalCer–induced cytokine production and serum ALT elevation in Cd11c-Cre+ihCD59+ but not in ihCD59+ mice.
Second, we performed concanavalin A–induced (Con A–induced) acute hepatitis, a widely used model for studying immune-mediated liver injury (15). In this model, several types of immune cells have been implicated; however, to what degree these immune cells contribute to Con A–induced hepatitis remains unclear. To address this question, T, B, and myeloid cells were depleted in ILY-treated Lck-Cre+ihCD59+, CD19-Cre+ihCD59+, or ihCD59+ mice, respectively, followed by Con A injection. As illustrated in Figure 4, B and C, the injection of Con A alone without ILY injection induced marked liver injury, as demonstrated by the elevation of serum ALT and massive liver necrosis in all of the strains. Pretreatment with ILY completely abolished Con A–induced liver injury in Lck-Cre+ihCD59+ mice and ameliorated liver injury to a lesser extent in Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice, but did not affect liver injury in CD19-Cre+ihCD59+ or ihCD59+ mice. These results suggest that both T and myeloid cells play essential roles, while B cells are not involved in promoting Con A–induced liver injury.

Application of ihCD59 for dissecting the cellular functionalities in the pathogenesis of chronic immune-mediated diseases. To evaluate whether the ihCD59 model is useful for dissecting the cellular functionality in the pathogenesis of chronic diseases, we used an experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) rodent model that is widely used for multiple sclerosis research (16). Although the roles of various types of immune cells have previously been investigated in the EAE model with different methodologies, there has been no comparison of the contribution of these cells to EAE pathogenesis. To make this comparison, 3 lines of Cre+ihCD59+...
mice were subjected to ILY and myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) peptide treatment, followed by monitoring of the clinical EAE score. As illustrated in Figure 5A, the ablation of T cells in \textit{Lck-Cre}^+/^hi\textit{CD59}^+ mice completely prevented EAE development, and the ablation of myeloid cells in \textit{Lysm-Cre}^+/^hi\textit{CD59}^+ mice also attenuated the EAE scores, but to a lesser extent. In contrast, the EAE scores were only modestly reduced in the B cell–ablated \textit{CD19-Cre}^+/^hi\textit{CD59}^+ mice. Histological analyses revealed that the ablation of T cells or myeloid cells but not B cells enhanced myelination, as demonstrated by myelin basic protein (MBP) staining, and increased the axon number, as demonstrated by neurofilament staining (Figure 5, B and C). These 2 methods are used to measure myelination and axon integrity in the lumbar spinal cord in EAE mice (17). These findings suggest that chronic ILY treatment can be used to study the functions of different immune cells in chronic immune-mediated diseases, such as EAE.

Highly efficient and selective ablation of epithelial cells: models for organ damage and regeneration. To further address whether the \textit{ihCD59} model can be used to ablate epithelial cells in solid organs, we developed several models that selectively ablated epithelial cells in the liver. Of note, the liver has 2 types of epithelial cells, including hepatocytes and biliary epithelial cells (BECs), both of which are derived from hepatoblasts that express albumin (Alb). Therefore, the \textit{Alb-Cre} mouse is a widely used Cre line to delete a floxed sequence in both hepatocytes and BECs (18). In \textit{Alb-Cre}^+/^hi\textit{CD59}^+ mice, \textit{hCD59} protein expression was specifically detected in both hepatocytes and BECs in the liver (Figure 6A). ILY administration to \textit{Alb-Cre}^+/^hi\textit{CD59}^+ mice rapidly induced a dramatic elevation of serum ALT levels (indication of hepatocyte injury) and elevation of bilirubin levels (indication of bile duct injury) (Figure 6A). Importantly, ILY injection induced liver damage (elevation of serum ALT and aspartate aminotransferase [AST]) in a dose-dependent
manner, with the highest peak levels of ALT (approximately 9,000 IU/l) after the injection of 150 ng/g ILY, followed by approximately 3,000 and 1,000 IU/l ALT after the injection of 75 ng/g and 37.5 ng/g ILY, respectively (Supplemental Figure 7A). H&E staining showed that the injection of 150, 75, and 37.5 ng/g ILY induced necrosis in approximately 30%, 10%, and 2% of the liver area of Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice, respectively (Supplemental Figure 7B). Moreover, H&E staining confirmed the damage to hepatocytes (necrosis) and bile duct destruction (Supplemental Figure 7D) in ILY-treated Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice. In contrast, ILY treatment had no effect on liver injury in ihCD59+ mice (Supplemental Figure 7, A and B).

Second, to exclusively express hCD59 in hepatocytes, we infected ihCD59+ mice with an adenovirus-expressing Cre that is controlled by the Alb promoter (Ad-Alb-Cre) to develop a model in which hCD59 is expressed only in hepatocytes through a viral delivery system (Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+). The Ad-Alb-Cre virus induced the expression of the hCD59 protein in hepatocytes (Figure 6B), but not in CK19+ BECs, desmin+ hepatic stellate cells, or bile duct destruction (Supplemental Figure 7D) in ILY-treated Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice. In contrast, ILY treatment had no effect on liver injury in ihCD59+ mice (Supplemental Figure 7, A and B).
these models to study liver regeneration and BEC regeneration. As illustrated in Figure 6, D–F, significant proliferation of both hepatocytes and BECs was observed in Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice, with the peak effect occurring 40 hours after ILY injection. In contrast, only hepatocyte proliferation and not BEC proliferation was observed in ILY-treated Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice. Interestingly, both hepatocyte and BEC proliferation were observed in ILY-treated Sox9-CreERT+ihCD59+ mice, despite only BECs being damaged in this model. Thus, these highly selective ablation models can be used to study hepatocyte and/or BEC regeneration.

Multiple injections of ILY to Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice induce liver fibrosis and the emergence of liver progenitor cells. To examine chronic liver injury, multiple ILY injections (150 ng/g every 3 days for 9 days) were applied to Alb-Cre+ihCD59+, Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+, or Sox9-CreERT+ihCD59+ mice. Mice were sacrificed 48 hours after the last injection. As illustrated in Supplemental Figure 8A, H&E staining showed a distorted hepatic architectural pattern and chronic liver injury. In addition, significant α-smooth muscle actin–positive (α-SMA–positive) staining was observed in the portal vein area, suggesting moderate liver fibrosis after multiple ILY injections. Interestingly, H&E staining revealed some oval cells (also F4/80+ Kupffer cells (Supplemental Figure 7E). The injection of ILY rapidly induced damage to hepatocytes but not to BECs, as demonstrated by the elevation of serum ALT but not bilirubin (Figure 6B). H&E and CD19 staining also confirmed no bile duct destruction in ILY-treated Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice (Supplemental Figure 7, C and D).

Finally, to exclusively express hCD59 in BECs, ihCD59+ mice were crossed with tamoxifen-inducible Sox9-Cre (Sox9-CreERT) mice, a model that is used to express Cre in BECs only in the liver (19). The treatment of Sox9-CreERT+ihCD59+ mice with tamoxifen induced temporal and specific expression of hCD59 on BECs, but not on hepatocytes, as demonstrated by the double staining of hCD59 and Sox9 (Figure 6C). The injection of ILY into Sox9-CreERT+ihCD59+ mice rapidly induced severe bile duct damage, but little hepatocyte damage, as demonstrated by the marked elevation of serum bilirubin, but not ALT (Figure 6C). H&E and CD19 staining also confirmed bile duct destruction in ILY-treated Sox9-CreERT+ihCD59+ mice (Supplemental Figure 7, C and D).

Collectively, the above results indicate that the ihCD59 model has high specificity and potency to ablate epithelial cells (e.g., hepatocytes and BECs in the liver), which prompted us to utilize these models to study liver regeneration and BEC regeneration.
called liver progenitor cells [LPCs]) in the α-SMA-positive areas. The presence of LPCs was further confirmed by CK19 staining (Supplemental Figure 8A) and immunofluorescence staining with Sox9 and EpCAM antibodies (Supplemental Figure 8, B and C). In addition, immunofluorescence studies revealed that the CK19+ LPCs were located inside the α-SMA–positive fibrotic areas, which is consistent with previous findings (20). In contrast, neither liver fibrosis nor LPC expansion was observed in Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ or Sox9–Cre+ihCD59+ mice that received multiple injections of ILY (Supplemental Figure 8A).

Collectively, our results suggest that multiple injections of ILY cause chronic hepatocyte and/or BEC injury in our models, and both hepatocyte and BEC damage can synergistically promote liver fibrosis and LPC expansion in the liver. Finally and importantly, multiple injections of ILY did not induce damage in other tissues (Supplemental Figure 8D), which further supports the specificity of our model.

Application of ihCD59 for neural cell ablation. To demonstrate the applicability of this model for neural cell ablation, we crossed ihCD59 with mGFAPCre mice that expressed Cre recombimase mainly in astrocytes to generate mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice. The stereotoxic injection of ILY but not PBS resulted in a dramatic reduction in the number of reactive astrocytes (GFAP+ and hCD59+) in the vicinity of the brain injury in mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ but not ihCD59+ mice (Figure 7A). Interestingly, the size of the injury site in mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice with specific reactive astrocyte ablation caused by the local injection of ILY was larger than that without astrocyte ablation in the other 3 control groups (PBS- or ILY-treated ihCD59+ mice, PBS-treated mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice) (Figure 7A). These results suggest that astrocyte ablation at an early stage of injury may prevent the formation of an astrotic scar, which restricts the expansion of secondary brain injury (4), further indicating that this model is applicable for dissecting the functionality of neural cells. Moreover, i.v. injection of ILY into the mice also mediated the specific ablation of reactive astrocytes, although it was much less efficient than a local injection (Supplemental Figure 9).

In addition, the number of reactive astrocytes was greatly reduced in the mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice compared with ihCD59+ mice with ILY treatment upon spinal cord injury (Figure 7B). The recovery of these mice during the postsurgical period was also monitored by examining locomotor function and body weight loss. ILY-treated mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice were less active, indicating reduced recovery compared with ILY-treated ihCD59+ mice. Moreover, mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice lost 15% to 22% of their body weight, whereas ihCD59+ mice only lost approximately 8% of their body weight after injury, suggesting that ILY-treated mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice exhibited slower behavioral recovery than did ILY-treated ihCD59+ mice (Supplemental Figure 10). This result may be attributed to the specific local ablation of reactive astrocytes in mGFAPCre+ihCD59+ mice.

A large pharmaceutical window of ILY-mediated cell-ablation model. The acute and chronic toxicity profiles of ILY were examined in Cre-negative ihCD59+ mice by administering 1,500 ng/g heat-inactivated ILY (no cell lysis activity, Supplemental Figure 11A) or 1500 ng/g active ILY (10–20 times higher than effective doses [75–150 ng/g] used in the ILY-mediated cell-ablation model). ILY was given for 1 dose to assess acute ILY toxicity or daily for 15 days to assess chronic effects of ILY. As illustrated in Supplemental Figure 11 and Supplemental Figure 12, in ihCD59+ mice treated with 1 dose or 15 doses (for 15 days) of heat-inactivated or active ILY, various blood cell parameters (e.g., the number of white blood cells and various subtypes of blood cells) and serum parameters (e.g., blood urea nitrogen [BUN], creatinine [CREA], amyloid P [AP], ALT, AST, amylase, creatine kinase [CK], and lactate dehydrogenase [LD]) were not altered. In addition, there were no any abnormalities in major organs examined by histological studies in mice with acute or chronic ILY injection. These data indicate that ILY has a pharmacological window that is at least 10- to 20-fold higher than the effective dose required for targeted cell ablation.

Discussion

In the current study, we successfully developed ihCD59 transgenic mice, which can be used to ablate a wide variety of cell types in vivo by crossing with various lines of Cre transgenic mice and injecting ILY. Compared with several existing cell-ablation models, the ILY/ihCD59 cell-ablation method has several attractive features, including high specificity, a large pharmaceutical window, wide applicability not limited to rodent species, and a rapid ablation mechanism independent of DNA replication or protein synthesis. In addition, we have examined ILY/ihCD59-mediated cell ablation in several disease models and demonstrated that this cell-ablation method is valuable for the study of cellular functionalities, tissue injury and regeneration, neural cell functions, etc.

Specificity of cell ablation in a dose-dependent manner without any detectable off-target effects. One limitation of the DT/DTR model is the narrow range of effective doses of DT and its associated significant off-target effects (5, 7, 21). For example, in the DT/DTR-mediated hepatocyte ablation model (2), the injection of mice with a high dose killed the mice but only induced a mild elevation of serum ALT (~600 IU/l). The death of the mice was likely caused by off-target effects and not by such mild hepatocyte damage. In contrast, in hepatocyte-specific ihCD59 transgenic mice (both Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ and Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice), the injection of ILY caused massive hepatocyte necrosis and substantial elevation of serum ALT (~8,000 IU/l) without causing mortality, suggesting that ILY specifically lysed hCD59+ hepatocytes in vivo without obvious off-target effects. In addition, we generated several models of hepatic epithelial cell–specific ihCD59 transgenic mice, in which the administration of ILY selectively damaged hepatocytes and/or BECs. The specificity of the ILY/ihCD59 model was also supported by data from the T cell–ablation model showing that the injection of ILY rapidly ablated CD59+ T cells in the spleen and peripheral blood of Lck-Cre+CD59+ mice without affecting B cells, neutrophils, or monocytes. Moreover, toxicity experiments revealed that acute and chronic in vivo treatment with a 10- to 20-fold ILY dose that was higher than the effective dose for cell ablation did not cause any detectable toxicity in Cre-negative ihCD59+ mice, further confirming that ILY has a large pharmacological window without any off-target effects. Importantly, we demonstrated that ILY-mediated cell ablation is dose dependent in the Lck-Cre+ihCD59+ and Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice that we tested. Considering that the high pharmacological window is a key determinant of the therapeutics for clinical usage and of the model system for scientific application, a
Rapid cell ablation: application for the study of cell injury and regeneration. The DT/DTR model (1, 2) and the inducible dimerizable caspase-3 model (22) usually require days to achieve efficient cell ablation, resulting in cell injury and regeneration occurring at the same time. It is difficult to use these models to dynamically investigate the responses to acute loss. In contrast, ILY can kill hCD59+ cells in vivo within a few minutes for circulating immune cells and within a few hours for cells from intact organs, which allowed us to dynamically investigate their repopulation and regeneration. For example, ILY injection rapidly induced hepatocyte and/or BEC damage in several lines of liver-specific ihCD59+ mice, followed by induction of the proliferation of these cells, with the peak effects occurring 40 hours after ILY injection. This model is probably the first in which we can selectively induce hepatocyte and/or BEC injury and regeneration. In another model of Lck-Cre+ihCD59+ mice, the administration of ILY rapidly induced peripheral and spleen T cell loss without killing thymus T cells; instead, it triggered increased cell proliferation in the medulla of the thymus, a location that is critical for T cell proliferation and maturation (23). This model will be useful for the study of T cell expansion after acute loss. Finally, we also tested ILY-mediated monocyte and Kupffer cell ablation in Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice and demonstrated that this could be a valuable model for studying the proliferation and repopulation of monocytes and Kupffer cells after their acute loss. The injection of ILY rapidly ablated monocytes in Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice; however, the kinetics of recovery of blood Ly6C+ and Ly6C– monocytes were different, with much faster Ly6C+ monocyte recovery compared with that of Ly6C– monocytes, suggesting that Ly6C– monocytes may serve as precursors of Ly6C+ monocytes (24). Additionally, the administration of ILY also rapidly induced the loss of Kupffer cells (liver-resident macrophages) and subsequently their proliferation, as indicated by significant BrdU incorporation. Moreover, after adoptive transfer into the ILY-treated Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice, in which monocytes and Kupffer cells were depleted, some GFP+ monocytes acquired the Kupffer cell phenotype (CD11b+F4/80+) (13). Collectively, our findings suggest that circulating monocytes also contribute to Kupffer cell replenishment, in addition to Kupffer cell proliferation, after their acute loss and that the ILY/Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ model is useful for the study of Kupffer cell replenishment. Finally, we also successfully used ILY/ihCD59-mediated acute cell ablation to study cellular functionalities in 2 models of acute hepatitis, demonstrating a critical role of DCs in α-Gal–induced NKT-mediated acute hepatitis and the essential roles of T cells and myeloid cells in Con A–induced acute T cell hepatitis. Chronic cell ablation in ihCD59 mice after multiple injections of ILY. The unique features of the ILY/ihCD59 model with high specificity and lack of off-target effects make it possible to create a chronic cell-ablation model with multiple injections of ILY. For example, the injection of 3 doses of ILY (daily for 3 days) caused sustained monocyte ablation for 3 days in Lysm-Cre+ihCD59+ mice. This chronic cell-ablation feature allowed us to study the functions of various types of immune cells in chronic immunemediated diseases, such as EAE, and our findings suggest that T cells and monocytes play critical pathogenic roles in EAE, a widely used model for human multiple sclerosis (25). At present, there are no effective treatments for multiple sclerosis due to incomplete understanding of its pathogenesis. The roles of various types of immune cells in the pathogenesis of EAE have been previously investigated with different methodologies (25–27), and the therapeutic values targeting each immune cell population have recently gained great attention. In the current study, we compared the functions of several types of immune cells in the pathogenesis of EAE in the same model and demonstrated that T cells play an essential role; monocytes also play a role, but to a lesser extent, in promoting EAE. B cells do not contribute to EAE development.

In addition, we performed multiple ILY injections in 3 lines of hepatic-specific ihCD59 mice, causing chronic damage to hepatocytes and/or BECs. To our surprise, substantial fibrosis and LPC expansion were only observed in multiple ILY-treated Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice, in which both hepatocytes and BECs were damaged, whereas multiple ILY injections did not cause obvious fibrosis and LPC expansion in Ad-Alb-Cre+ihCD59+ mice with only hepatocyte injury and Sox9-CreERT+ihCD59+ mice with only BEC injury. Collectively, ILY-mediated chronic cell ablation in liver-specific ihCD59 mice is a valuable model for studying liver fibrosis and LPC expansion as caused by hepatocyte and/or BEC injury. Our findings suggest that both hepatocyte and BEC damage are required to efficiently promote liver fibrosis and LPC expansion.

Neural cell ablation. Although we previously reported that ILY was able to pass the blood–brain barrier (11), the i.v. injection of ILY did not efficiently destroy ihCD59+ astrocytes from the brain of mGFAP+ihCD59+ mice. This challenge can be overcome by the local injection of ILY or the expression of secretory ILY (sILY) via the viral delivery system. Indeed, in the present study, we demonstrated that the local injection of ILY rapidly induced the death of mGFAP+ astrocytes in the brain and spinal cord in response to central nervous system injury. This result suggests that neural cells can be efficiently ablated in the ILY/ihCD59 model, but that local ILY injection is required. This rapid neural cell ablation will likely be useful for investigating primary and secondary electrophysiological changes of the neuronal circuits at network levels in vivo and ex vivo upon the ablation of targeted neural and neuronal cells coupled with advanced electrophysiological techniques and optogenetic approaches (28, 29). Therefore, this model will likely help us better dissect the neuronal functions/networks and interaction of glial cells and neuronal cells under both physiological and pathogenic conditions.

Other features of ILY/ihCD59. To better utilize the ILY/ihCD59 model for a variety of scientific purposes, several intrinsic features of this model are discussed as follows. First, the presence of cholesterol in the target membrane is required for ILY-mediated pores formation, and the lipid environment of cholesterol in the membrane can affect ILY binding (8, 9, 30). Interestingly, the addition of exogenous cholesterol (100–1,600 µg/ml) did not influence ILY-mediated cell lysis in vitro (Supplemental Figure 13), suggesting that exogenous cholesterol has minimal effects on ILY-mediated cell lysis in hCD59+ cells. Although in the present paper, we have shown that injection of ILY efficiently ablated a variety of cell types in several models, it still remains to be determined whether abnormal cholesterol levels and compositions in the blood or in the cellular membrane may affect ILY-mediated lysis
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in vivo, particularly in animal models subjected to specific diets that alter cholesterol levels and/or composition. Second, although we have not fully studied the biodistribution of ILY in mice, we observed that ILY most efficiently ablated circulating leukocytes in peripheral blood and partially depleted leukocytes in the spleen but barely affected the cells in the thymus (data in this study) and bone marrow (data not shown), indicating the existence of ILY-privileged compartments. The potential limitation for using ILY in these compartments could be overcome via the local injection. Nevertheless, the biodistribution of ILY requires further investigation. Third, it has been well documented that ILY binds to hCD59 on cell membrane and subsequently induces pore formation and cell necrosis (9). ILY induction of cell necrosis in several lines of Cre’ihCD59+ mice is also demonstrated in the present study, such as hepatocyte necrosis in H&E staining, as shown in Supplemental Figure 7, and uptake of a fluorescent reactive dye in the flow cytometry analysis shown in Figure 1E. Fourth, cell death (necrosis or apoptosis) is a well-documented factor in inducing sterile inflammation, which may occur to different extents in various cell-ablation models, including the ILY/ihCD59 model described in the current study. In general, sterile inflammation is weak and transient in the majority of the ILY/hCD59-mediated cell-ablation models, in which a small number of cells are depleted, which does not result in death of hCD59-negative cells. For example, injection of ILY killed approximately 96% of hCD59+ T cells but did not affect hCD59-negative B cells in Lck-Cre’hCD59+ mice, as demonstrated in the current study. Therefore, ILY-mediated cell death provoked a mild to moderate but transient inflammatory response in the majority of the ILY/ihCD59 models, making this model have wide application potential for studying cellular functionality in vivo and investigating the pathogenesis of human diseases. However, if ILY injection induces massive cell death in some ihCD59 models, such as Alb-Cre’ihCD59+ mice, strong sterile inflammation may occur. An example from the current study is the ILY injection in Alb-Cre’hCD59+ mice, which causes massive hepatocyte necrosis and subsequent induction of strong sterile inflammation (31). Strong sterile inflammatory response in the ILY/Alb-Cre’hCD59+ mice is not a limitation, but is rather a more specific model for studying how specific hepatocyte death induces sterile inflammation and how this sterile inflammation modulates liver injury and regeneration compared with many other models of liver sterile inflammation induced by drugs, ischemia/reperfusion, and alcoholic and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis that not only involve hepatocyte injury but also include metabolism, hypoxia, endotoxin, etc. (31).

In summary, we have developed and characterized an important and versatile tool that can be used to study the effects of cell ablation in any organ system or cell type and therefore has universal application and value to investigators in multiple fields. This approach can be used to study the functions of individual cell populations in multiple disease models and to investigate tissue injury and regeneration.

Methods

Generation of ihCD59 mice and ILY purification. Generation of ihCD59 mice and ILY purification are detailed in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Flow cytometry analysis. Single-cell suspension was adjusted to 1 x 10^6 cell per 100 μl staining buffer and incubated with hCD59 (clone O9A2), CD19 (clone eBio1D3), CD8a (clone 53-6.7), CD4 (clone GK1.5), CD11c (clone N418), and CD3 (clone 145-2C11) antibodies (Bioscience) for 30 minutes at 4°C in the dark. For dead cell staining, cells with surface staining were stained with DAPI. Flow cytometry data were obtained from BD FACSCalibur and analyzed by FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc.).

Adoptive transfer of monocytes. Bone marrow cells and peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMCs) were collected from GFP+ mice. Monocytes were purified by negative selection using the MACS Monocyte Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec). Purified monocytes (7.5 x 10^6) with 100 ng/g ILY were injected into Lysm-Cre’ihCD59+ mice by i.v. injection. Mice were sacrificed 3 days later, and Kupffer cells were isolated and analyzed.

Kupffer cell isolation and analysis. Kupffer cells were analyzed by flow cytometry as described previously, with minor modifications (13). Briefly, livers were perfused with EGTA buffer and digested with GBSS containing collagenase. Nonparenchymal cells were obtained by removing hepatocytes using 35% Percoll density centrifugation. Nonparenchymal cells were further stained with CD45 (clone 30-F11), F4/80 (clone BM8), CD11b (clone M1/70), and Gr-1 (clone RB6-8C5) antibodies for flow cytometry analysis.

Con A-induced liver injury, EAE, CNS injury models, ILY injections, biochemical analysis, and immunostaining analysis. Detailed methods are described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Statistics. Data are expressed as mean ± SD. To compare values obtained from 3 or more groups, 1-way ANOVA was used, followed by Dunnett’s post-hoc test. To compare multiple groups over time, 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post-hoc test was used. To compare values obtained from 2 groups, 2-tailed Student’s t test was performed. Statistical significance was defined as P < 0.05.

Study approval. The NIAAA Animal Care and Use Committee approved all animal studies.
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